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ABSTRACT

Introduction: International prostate symptom score is a validated questionnaire used to evaluate the 
lower urinary tract symptoms in benign prostatic hyperplasia. Visual prostate symptom score is a 
new simplified symptom score with pictograms to evaluate the same. We evaluated the correlation 
of visual prostate symptom score with international prostate symptom score and uroflowmetry 
parameters in Nepalese male patients with lower urinary tract symptoms.

Methods: Male patients aged ≥40 years attending the Urology clinic were enrolled in the study. They 
were given international prostate symptom score and visual prostate symptom score questionnaires 
to complete providing assistance whenever needed. Demographic data, examination findings and 
uroflowmetry parameters were noted. Correlation and regression analysis was used to identify 
correlation of the two scoring systems and uroflowmetry parameters.

Results: Among the 66 patients enrolled, only 10 (15.15%) patients were able to understand English 
language. There was a statistically significant correlation between total visual prostate symptom score 
and international prostate symptom score (r= 0.822; P<0.01). The correlations between individual 
scores of the two scoring systems related to force of urinary stream, frequency, nocturia and quality 
of life were also statistically significant. There was also a statistically significant correlation of both 
scores with maximum flow rate and average flow rate.

Conclusions: There is a statistically significant correlation of visual prostate symptom score with 
international prostate symptom score and uroflowmetry parameters. IPSS can be replaced with 
simple VPSS in evaluation of lower urinary tract symptoms in elderly male patients.
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The international prostate symptom score (IPSS) is a 
recommended symptom scoring instrument to be used 
for the baseline assessment of symptom severity in men 
presenting with lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS).1 

An important drawback of IPSS is that patients with 
lower educational level find difficulty completing the 
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questionnaire. Studies have shown that 30-70% of 
men could not complete IPSS because they found the 
questions difficult to understand.2 

To overcome the difficulties with IPSS, van der Walt et 
al developed a visual prostate symptom score (VPSS) 
which consist of pictograms to assess the LUTS.3 It has 
been found that VPSS correlates significantly with IPSS 
and could be completed without physician assistance 
by a greater proportion of men with limited education. 
VPSS has been compared with IPSS in African, Korean 
and Indonesian population.4-6 

In this study we compared VPSS scores with IPSS 
scores and uroflowmetry parameters in Nepalese 
population with LUTS.

METHODS

This is a hospital based cross-sectional observational 
study conducted in Nepal Medical College Teaching 
Hospital over seven months period from May 2016 
to November 2016. Ethical approval from Institutional 
Research/Ethical Sub-Committee was taken (approval 
number 51-072/073). Male patients aged ≥40 years 
presenting in the Urology clinic with LUTS were 
enrolled in the study. Complete medical history was 
taken from each patient including literacy status, 
educational level, and language spoken. The patients 
were requested to complete IPSS questionnaire and 
then VPSS questionnaire. Whenever patient was unable 
to complete the questionnaire because of inability to 
understand the questionnaire, a medical person’s 
assistance was offered. 

Relevant physical examinations were done including 
evaluation of the prostate gland by digital rectal 
examination. Transabdominal ultrasonography was 
requested to evaluate size of the prostate and the post 
void residual urine (PVRU) volume. Uroflowmetry was 
conducted and maximum flow rate (Qmax), average 
flow rate (Qave) and voided volume were recorded. 
Sample size of 66 was calculated using the formula

n = {Z2(1-r2)/d2}+2

Where error (d) = 0.13; reliability coefficient at 
95% confidence interval (Z) = 1.96 and considering 
correlation coefficient r = 0.86 from previous study by 
Heyns CF.7 Statistical analysis was done using SPSS 
version 16. The Pearson Product moment correlation 
coefficient was done to show the relationship between 
the variables and P value was compared at 0.01 and 
0.05.

RESULTS

A total of 66 men were enrolled during the period from 
May 2016 to November 2016. IPSS and VPSS scores  
of the patients enrolled in this study are shown in Table 
1. Mean age of the patients was 64.46 ± 9.46. Only 
10 (15.15%) patients were able to understand English 
language. Only seven (10.60%) patients completed 
IPSS without assistance whereas 18 (27.27%) patients 
completed VPSS without assistance. 

Table 1. Patient characteristics.

Parameters IPSS VPSS

Total 17.45 8.83

Weak stream 3.24 3.19

Frequency 2.45 2.47

Nocturia 3.03 3.15

QOL 2.94 2.88

Values are represented as mean. IPSS, International 
Prostate Symptom Score (total 35); QOL, Quality of life; 
VPSS, Visual Prostate Symptom Score (total 23).

Table 2. Correlations between IPSS, VPSS and 
uroflowmetry parameters.

Correlation parameters
Coefficient 

(r)
P value

IPSS total Vs VPSS total 0.822 <0.01
IPSS weak stream Vs VPSS 
weak stream

0.478 <0.01

IPSS frequency Vs VPSS 
frequency

0.41 <0.01

IPSS nocturia Vs VPSS 
nocturia

0.907 <0.01

IPSS QOL Vs VPSS QOL 0.762 <0.01

IPSS Vs Qmax -0.701 <0.01

VPSS Vs Qmax -0.729 <0.01

IPSS Vs Qave -0.612 <0.01

VPSS Vs Qave -0.643 <0.01

IPSS weak stream Vs Qmax -0.321 <0.01

VPSS weak stream Vs Qmax -0.518 <0.01

Age Vs Qmax -0.053 0.67

Age Vs PVRU 0.043 0.73

IPSS, International Prostate Symptom Score; QOL, Quality 
of life; VPSS, Visual Prostate Symptom Score, Qmax, 
Maximum flow rate; Qave, average flow rate; PVRU, post 
void residual urine.

There is a strong correlation between total IPSS and 
total VPSS scores with a correlation coefficient of 
0.822 (P<0.01) (Table 2, Figure 1). There is also a 
statistically significant correlation between individual 
IPSS and VPSS scores related to urinary stream, 
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frequency, and nocturia. In addition, the quality of life 
(QOL) score assessed by IPSS and VPSS also showed a 
strong correlation with Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
of 0.762 (P<0.01).

Figure 1. Correlation between total VPSS score and 
total IPSS score (r=0.822, P<0.01).
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The IPSS and VPSS scores had statistically significant 
strong negative correlation with Qmax, with correlation 
coefficient of -0.701 (P<0.01) and -0.729 (P<0.01) 
respectively. Similarly there was also a significant 
negative correlation of IPSS and VPSS scores with 
Qave.  In addition, IPSS and VPSS scores for weak 
stream also had significant correlation with Qmax. 
There was no statistically significant correlation of age 
of the patient with Qmax and PVRU.

DISCUSSION

The IPSS is currently a standard tool for the 
assessment of the severity of symptoms in men with 
LUTS. The American Urological Association guideline 
has recommended IPSS as a mandatory test in the 
evaluation and follow up of LUTS and benign prostatic 
hyperplasia (BPH).8 It has been translated into more than 
30 languages worldwide and studies have been done 
to validate these translated versions.3,9,10 However, 
the complexity of IPSS causes problems for patients 
with low educational status who tend to misinterpret 
their scores, more often to a higher degree, possibly 
predisposing them to unnecessary intervention.11-13 
Furthermore, the majority of men with BPH are aged 60 
to 80 years and have visual and cognitive impairment.14 
The small font size of IPSS questionnaire causes 
difficulty in completing the questionnaire for this group 
of patients.

Study done at Emory University (Atlanta, GA) revealed 
that for each symptom score question there was 
an inverse relationship between educational level 

and symptom misinterpretation.15 Patients with low 
educational status often need assistance to complete 
IPSS questionnaire. Using a medical personnel to assist 
the patient in completing IPSS introduces potential 
bias and imposes an additional burden on the medical 
staff.16,17 

The VPSS includes schematic diagrams and can be 
understood easily even by illiterate elderly man. It 
reduces the risk of misinterpretation in translating the 
patient’s symptoms into meaningful scoring system. 
Hence in developing country like Nepal where literacy 
levels in the elderly are low, replacing IPSS with VPSS 
to assess the severity of LUTS may greatly help to make 
appropriate decision for management of these patients.

Correlation between IPSS and VPSS was done initially 
by van der Walt et al in a teaching hospital serving a 
largely indigent population in the South Africa.9 They 
found that VPSS correlates significantly with IPSS 
in total score as well as individual parameters (weak 
stream, frequency and nocturia). Another study that 
enrolled 100 men with urethral stricture disease 
also demonstrated a correlation between total VPSS 
and total IPSS (correlation coefficient r=0.845, 
P<0.0001).18 A Namibian study that enrolled 100 men 
with LUTS showed a significant correlation between 
total IPSS and total VPSS scores (correlation coefficient 
r=0.863, P<0.001).7 This correlation was stronger in 
groups with lower levels of education. 

Our study also revealed a significant correlation 
between total IPSS and total VPSS scores with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.822 (P<0.01). There is 
also a significant correlation between the individual 
parameters (weak stream, frequency and nocturia) of 
IPSS and VPSS. In addition IPSS QOL and VPSS QOL 
also revealed a strong correlation with correlation 
coefficient of 0.762 (P<0.01).

Uroflowmetry is a noninvasive test used in the evaluation 
of patients presenting with symptoms of bladder outlet 
obstruction (BOO). The Qmax and the Qave are used 
in identifying patients with BOO. Studies have revealed 
correlation of VPSS and IPSS scores with Qmax and 
Qave of the patients.3,19 This study also revealed a 
significant negative correlation of these parameters. 
In this study, the correlation of VPSS score with 
Qmax (r=-0.729) and Qave (r=-0.643) is somewhat 
stronger than the correlation of IPSS score with Qmax  
(r=-0.701) and Qave (r=-0.612). This indicates 
that VPSS is at least as reliable as IPSS and can be 
reliably used instead of IPSS to evaluate the subjective 
symptoms of LUTS which are related to objective 
uroflowmetry parameters.

Both IPSS and VPSS have not yet been validated in 
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Nepali language, so we used English version of both 
the questionnaires. However only 10 (15.15%) of our 
patients understood English language. This is why only 
seven (10.60%) and 18 (27.27%) patients completed 
IPSS and VPSS without assistance respectively.

Similarities between the findings of current study and 
those of earlier studies across the globe suggests that 
VPSS correlates well with IPSS and the uroflowmetry 
parameters regardless of cultural background.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study revealed a strong correlation of VPSS with 
IPSS and uroflowmetry parameters in evaluating the 
symptom severity in patients with LUTS. The total 
VPSS score as well as individual parameters along with 
quality of life score correlates significantly with their 
counterparts in IPSS. Hence VPSS can be used instead 
of complicated IPSS in a population with low literacy 
status. 

Conflict of Interest: None.
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